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The Use of Oxybutynin for Treating Axillary
Hyperhidrosis
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Marco Antonio Munia,3 F�abio BiscegliJatene,2 and Pedro Puech-Le~ao,1 S~ao Paulo, SP, Brazil
Background: To evaluate the effectiveness and patient satisfaction with the use of oxybutynin
for treating axillary hyperhidrosis in a large series of patients.
Methods: One hundred two patients with axillary hyperhidrosis were treated with oxybutynin.
During the first week, patients received 2.5 mg of oxybutynin once a day in the evening.
From the 8th to the 42nd day, they received 2.5 mg twice a day, and from the 43rd day to
the end of the 12th week, they received 5 mg twice a day. All of the patients underwent two eval-
uations: before and after (12 weeks) the oxybutynin treatment, using a clinical questionnaire;
and a clinical protocol for quality of life (QOL).
Results: More than 80% of the patients experienced an improvement in axillary hyperhidrosis;
36.3% of them presented a great improvement, and half of the patients showed improvements at
all hyperhidrosis sites. Most of the patients showed improvements in the QOL (67.5%). The
patients with very poor QOL before the treatment presented greater satisfaction levels after
treatment. The side effects were minor, dry mouth being the most frequent (73.5%).
Conclusions: Oxybutynin is a good alternative to sympathectomy. It presents good results and
improves QOL without the side effects of sympathectomy.
INTRODUCTION

Axillary hyperhidrosis may lead patients to serious

emotional disturbances.1 Local treatment and

psychotherapy have low effectiveness.2 Injection

of botulinum toxin provides good results, but only

temporarily (<6 months).3 Excision or resection of

the eccrine sweat glands frequently presents low

efficacy and high recurrence rates.4 Although
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video-assisted thoracic sympathectomy (VATS)

provides excellent resolution of axillary hyperhi-

drosis (90-95%).5-7 it is associated with certain

complications, of which the most frequent and

most important is compensatory hyperhidrosis.8,9

This occurs to a mild degree in most patients, but

when it is severe, it may cause dissatisfaction with

the procedure.10,11

Different anticholinergic drugs have been used in

the past to treat hyperhidrosis, but because of side

effects, their use has not become routine.12

Oxybutynin is an anticholinergic drug that can be

used safely at high doses (over 15 mg/day) to treat

urological disorders related to micturition.13 One

effect observed in such patients has been diminished

sudoresis. Its use for treating hyperhidrosis has only

been described in 3 case reports of patients with

hyperhidrosis14-16 and 1 series of 14 patients with

compensatory hyperhidrosis.17 We have observed

in daily practice that oxybutynin at low doses (up

to 10 mg/day) seems to generate fewer side effects,

while being effective in reducing sudoresis in

patients with axillary hyperhidrosis.
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Considering that the standard treatment for axil-

lary hyperhidrosis is surgical (video-assisted

thoracic sympathectomy),18 which is often accom-

panied by unpleasant side effects, oxybutynin

provides a possible alternative for its treatment.

We anticipated that low doses of oxybutynin (up

to 10 mg/day) could cause fewer side effects and

could be effective in reducing the sweating in

patients with axillary hyperhidrosis.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the

effectiveness of the use of oxybutynin at low doses

for treating axillary hyperhidrosis in a large series

of patients, and patient satisfaction with the

treatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a nonrandomized and uncontrolled study

in accordance with the ethical standards of the uni-

versity’s Committee of Ethics for Analysis of

Research Projects on Human Experimentation.

From January 2007 to June 2009, 102 consecutive

patients with axillary hyperhidrosis were treated

with oxybutynin. Of these, 20 patients (19.6%)

were lost to follow-up. Thus, data were collected

from 82 patients who underwent clinical treatment.

Patients with glaucoma and micturition disorders

were not included.

The patients were aged between 14 and 51 years,

with a mean of 28.0 ± 9.0 years and median of 23.1

years. The group was composed of 63 women

(76.8%). The patients’ body mass index (BMI)

ranged from 16.8 to 35.5, with a mean of 23.7 ±

3.7 and median of 23.1.

In addition to axillary hyperhidrosis, 67 of these

patients (83.7%) presented hyperhidrosis at other

sites on the body. Palmar hyperhidrosis was

observed in 39 patients (48.7%), plantar in 36

(45.0%), craniofacial in 10 (12.5%), thoracic and

abdominal in 10 (12.5%), gluteal and leg in 6

(7.5%), and dorsal in 6 (7.5%). In 26 cases

(32.5%), hyperhidrosis was found in association

with osmidrosis.

Oxybutynin was prescribed for 12 weeks, in

progressively increasing doses throughout treat-

ment. At their first visit, the patients were given

2.5 mg of oxybutynin to be taken once a day in

the evening, were instructed to increase the dose

to 2.5 mg twice a day from the 8th to the 42nd

day, and to contact the doctor if they experienced

any side effect. After this period, they were seen in

a second visit, and the dose was increased to 5 mg

twice a day from the 43rd to the end of the 84th

day, to when a third visit was scheduled.
All the patients underwent three evaluations for

the purpose of this study: The first before the

medical treatment, the second after 6 weeks, and

the last after 12 weeks of oxybutynin treatment.

These evaluations were used to assess (1) the

patients’ clinical improvement in axillary hyperhi-

drosis and at the other sites at which patients

reported hyperhidrosis, using a clinical question-

naire; and (2) the negative impact of the condition

on the quality of life (QOL), using protocol of

QOL19 that was adapted to English,20 and the occur-

rence of side effects.

To evaluate the patients’ improvement in

hyperhidrosis, they filled out the clinical

improvement questionnaire, after completion of

the treatment, according to their subjective

perception of improvement in sudoresis. They

evaluated it on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 rep-

resented no improvement and 10 represented

absence of hyperhidrosis, based on their own esti-

mates without any intervention or advice from

the interviewer. For data analysis, the improve-

ment was recorded as null when the score was

0; slight, when it was 1-4; moderate, when it

was 5-7; or great, when it was 8-10.

The negative impact of hyperhidrosis on QOL

before the treatment was classified into five

different levels, calculated as the summed total score

from the protocol (range from20 to 100). The higher

the level, the greater is the impact and the poorer is

the QOL. When the total was greater than 84, the

QOL was considered very poor; from 68 to 83,

poor; from 52 to 67, good; from 36 to 51, very

good; and from 20 to 35, excellent.

Improvement of QOL after the treatment was

also classified into five different evolution levels:

When the total was greater than 84, the QOL was

considered much worse; from 68 to 83, slightly

worse; from 52 to 67, the same; from 36 to 51,

slightly better; and from 20 to 35, much better.

The following parameters were studied: evolu-

tion of axillary hyperhidrosis; evolution of hyperhi-

drosis at other sites on the body; negative impact of

hyperhidrosis in the QOL before the treatment;

evaluation of improvement in QOL after the treat-

ment; analysis of the patients’ improvement in the

QOL according to QOL levels before the treatment;

improvement in QOL according to sex, age, and

BMI; and, finally, any complications and side

effects.

For categorical variables, thec2 or theStudent t test

was used. These statistical tests were used to compare

gender, age, andBMIwith the satisfaction (QOL). The

associations between the improvements of QOL

according to the levels before the treatment were



Table I. Evolution of axillary hyperhidrosis with

the use of oxybutynin
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investigatedusing theMcNemar test. The significance

level considered for all tests was p ¼ 0.05.
Improvement n (%)

Axillary hyperhidrosis Worse 0 (0.0)

Null 9 (11.2)

Slight 14 (17.5)

Moderate 28 (35.0)

Great 29 (36.3)

Total 80
RESULTS

The results of the treatment related to axillary

hyperhidrosis are presented in Table I.

More than 70% of the patients evolved with an

improvement in axillary hyperhidrosis, and 36%

of them presented a great improvement.

The results of the treatment related to other sites

at which the patients had complained of hyperhi-

drosis are presented in Table II.

More than half of the patients showed significant

improvements at all of the hyperhidrosis sites. There

were no cases of worsening at other hyperhidrosis

sites.

The distribution of QOL before the treatment is

presented in Table III.

Before the treatment, all of the patients presented

poor or very poor QOL. The median was 0.85

(±0.09).

The distribution of improvement in QOL after the

treatment is shown in Table IV.

After the treatment, most of the patients pre-

sented improvements (67.5%). The median was

0.45 (±0.13).

The analysis of the evolution of QOL among the

patients, according to the levels observed before

the treatment, is shown in Table V.

There was an improvement in QOL following the

treatment. The patients with very poor QOL before

the treatment presented greater satisfaction levels

after treatment.

The analysis of the evolution of QOL according to

the patients’ gender, age, and BMI is presented in

Table VI.

There were no statistical differences in patients’

evolution in relation to gender, age, or BMI.

Certain side effectswere observed during the treat-

ment. Headache was presented by two patients

(3.6%) while using 5 mg of oxybutynin per day and

by two patients (3.6%) while using 10 mg/day. In

all cases, headache disappeared with the use of

common analgesics. Urine retention was reported

by a single patient while using 5 mg/day, which

subsequently disappeared.Constipationwas reported

by six patients (7.2%) while using 5 mg/day and by

five patients (6.0%) while using 10 mg/day. Suspen-

sion of oxybutynin was not necessary in any cases.

Dry mouth was the side effect most frequently

reported and was present in the majority of the

patients (73.5%). The distribution of this side effect

is shown in Table VII.
Most of the patients presented some degree of dry

mouth during the treatment. With higher doses, the

frequency and intensity of this side effect increased.
DISCUSSION

The excellent results of sympathectomy for treating

patients with hyperhidrosis, the widespread

publicity of this disease in the current media, and

the great incidence of this condition have led to

increasing demand for treatment of this disease

worldwide.21,22 Many patients who seek medical

assistance come with the preconceived idea that

they need to undergo an operation, and they resist

taking medications. This explains the significant

number of patients among our sample who did not

adhere to the clinical treatment.

Most patients are young adults, as the symptoms

most frequently start during childhood.23 Most of

the patients who undergo surgery are female, and

we likewise observed that the patients undergoing

oxybutynin treatment were predominantly female,

probably because excessive sweating has greater

repercussions in women’s daily lives.24,25

Patients using oxybutynin to treat urinary disor-

ders take larger doses (15 mg/day) and may present

more severe side effects (dry mouth, headache and

urine retention).26,27 However, we did not observe

this with the low and progressive doses used in the

present study. The clinical treatment used by our

group is well standardized. We start the treatment

with very low doses of oxybutynin (2.5 mg/day)

and progressively increase the dose up to 10 mg/

day. We use this protocol because patients with

urinary disorders were instructed to start taking 5

mg every 12 hours and presented greater severity

of dry mouth right at the beginning of the treat-

ment. This discomfort led some patients to abandon

the treatment. We found through empirical practice

that by starting with very low doses (2.5 mg/day)

and increasing the dose progressively (up to 10

mg/day), the incidence of side effects was lower.



Table II. Evolution of hyperhidrosis with the use of oxybutynin

Hyperhidrosis site

Improvement n (%)

TotalNull Slight Moderate Great

Palmar 4 (11.1%) 1 (2.8%) 11 (30.6%) 20 (55.6%) 36

Plantar 3 (9.4) 3 (9.4) 8 (25.0) 18 (56.3) 64

Craniofacial 0 (0.0) 1 (12.5) 3 (37.5) 4 (50.0) 8

Thoracic + abdominal 1 0 1 6 8

Gluteus and legs 0 0 0 7 7

Dorsal 1 0 1 4 6

Associated osmidrosis 8 (34.8) 3 (13.0) 5 (21.7) 7 (30.4) 23

Table III. Quality of life (QOL) before

oxybutynin treatment

QOL questionnaire
QOL before
treatment

0.20-0.35 (excellent) 0

0.36-0.51 (very good) 0

0.52-0.67 (good) 0

0.68-0.83 (poor) 40 (50%)

0.84-1.00 (very poor) 40 (50%)

Table IV. Improvement in quality of life (QOL)

after oxybutynin treatment

QOL questionnaire
QOL after
treatment

0.20-0.35 (much better) 18 (22.5%)

0.36-0.51 (slightly better) 36 (45.0%)

0.52-0.67 (the same) 26 (32.5%)

0.68-0.83 (a little worse) 0

0.84-1.00 (much worse) 0
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Moreover, when such effects did occur, patients

were able to adapt to them better.

Dry mouth was the most frequent side effect

observed. With the protocol used in this study,

83.1% of the patients either did not present dry

mouth or presented it only mildly during the first

phase, which encouraged the patients to continue

with the treatment. With increasing doses, this

symptom intensified but was well tolerated; none

of the patients abandoned the treatment owing to

it. Moreover, the less frequent side effects, such as

slight headache, urine retention, and constipation

were not a reason for the patients to discontinue

the treatment.

The patients who sought medical assistance pre-

sented great dissatisfaction regarding their axillary
hyperhidrosis. The degree of degradation of their

QOL was measured in our study by means of

a specific QOL questionnaire on hyperhidrosis,28

which has been validated and used in several pub-

lished studies.

The degree to which hyperhidrosis worsens

a patient’s QOL depends not only on the severity

of the hyperhidrosis but also on the patient’s adapta-

tion to the condition.29 Some individuals with less

severe hyperhidrosis present very poor QOL,

whereas at the other extreme, patients with very

severe hyperhidrosis may report that their QOL is

not so poor, because they have adapted better to

their condition. All the patients treated in this

sample presented poor or very poor QOL.

Practically all patients in good clinical condition,

except those who present glaucoma, can be treated

with oxybutynin. This includes obese patients who

might present greater risk of developing compensa-

tory hyperhidrosis and being a higher surgical risk.

We did not use any objective measurement of

sudoresis because these methods only produce

data at a specific point in time. There are nomethods

that can measure hyperhidrosis over an entire day.

We asked the patients to grade their improvement

on a scale from 0 to 10 for each of the sites of their

complaint.

The results from treating axillary hyperhidrosis

were satisfactory in that axillary sudoresis decreased

in more than 70% of the cases, and in 67.1%, the

results were satisfactory with regard to QOL.

When surgery is performed, the results are even

better, given that more than 95% of the patients

become free from axillary hyperhidrosis. On the

other hand, sympathectomy may give rise to

compensatory hyperhidrosis, that is, an irreversible

increase in sudoresis at other points of the body.30 In

the present sample, we found that almost all of the

patients presented hyperhidrosis at other sites,

with predominance on the hands and feet. The

drug treatment indicated that there was a major



Table VI. Evolution of quality of life (QOL) according to patients’ gender, age, and body mass index

(BMI)

Variable Category

QOL much better + slightly
better frequency (%) or
measurement

QOL + the same frequency
(%) or measurement p value

Gender Male 13 (68.4) 6 (31.6) 0.887

Female 42 (66.7) 21 (33.3)

Age (years) N 55 27 0.2869a

Range 13.9-51.4 15.5-44.1

Median 27.2 25.8

Mean 28.7 26.4

Standard deviation 10.0 6.6

BMI N 55 27 0.5493a

Range 18.0-33.3 16.8-35.5

Median 23.2 22.4

Mean 23.8 23.3

Standard deviation 3.3 4.4

p value obtained using the chi-squared test.
ap value obtained using the Student t test.

Table V. Evolution of quality of life according to the levels before the treatment

Before treatment

After treatment

p valueMuch better and slightly better The same

Poor 26 (65.0%) 14 (35.0%) 0.0426

Very poor 27 (67.5%) 13 (32.5%)

p value obtained using the McNemar test.

Table VII. Distribution of dry mouth among

patients treated with oxybutynin

Dry mouth

Oxybutynin dose

5 mg 10 mg

Absent 51 (62.2%) 22 (26.8%)

Mild 17 (20.7%) 13 (15.9%)

Moderate 10 (12.2%) 22 (26.8%)

Severe 4 (4.9%) 25 (30.5%)
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improvement at all the other sites of hyperhidrosis,

as well as a great improvement in cases in which the

patients also presented osmidrosis.

The prognostic factors currently associated with

worsening of QOL following thoracic sympathec-

tomy to treat hyperhidrosis are surgical failure and

severe compensatory hyperhidrosis.31,32 On the

other hand, with clinical treatment, we did not

observe any worsening of QOL. In the worst cases,

QOL remained unchanged. When patients wish,

the medication may be discontinued and surgical

treatment may be chosen, provided that these

patients are properly assisted and informed about
the main side effect resulting from the surgical

procedure, that is, compensatory hyperhidrosis.

From analyses of the prognostic factors for

improvement of QOL through treatment with oxy-

butynin, we found that the patients with best results

were the ones with worst QOL before the treatment.

Age, gender, and BMI were unrelated to the

patients’ evolution.

We believe that in addition to the effectiveness

presented, this therapeutic alternative is an excel-

lent choice for the initial treatment of hyperhidrosis.

It is also important to conduct a study comparing the

drug with placebo.

Patients who choose this treatment have nothing

to lose, and the least to be expected is that it will help

prepare them to face sympathectomy in the future.

Treatment of axillary hyperhidrosis with oxybu-

tynin represents a good alternative to sympathec-

tomy, given that it produces good results and

improves QOL, and patients do not face the risk of

the side effects of sympathectomy.

Among patients undergoing oxybutynin treat-

ment to treat primary hyperhidrosis, the worse the

pretreatment QOL is, the better the postoperative

improvement in QOL will be.
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